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 z1.html) But there is no match and nothing happens. A: (setq code-sort-function'my-code-sort-function) (define-key global-
map "\C-cs" 'code-sorting-mode) (defun my-code-sort-function (a b) (let ((k2 (1+ (string-to-number (symbol-name a))))) (string-

capitalize (symbol-name b) (string-to-number k2)))) Now the most important lines are: This invention relates generally to
nuclear reactors and more particularly concerns with a pressurized water reactor vessel liner that is capable of being welded

along its full circumference to the reactor vessel head. As a result of the occurrence of the nuclear accident at the Fukushima
Nuclear Power Plant in Japan, reactors in the United States were required to be deactivated to the point where they are capable

of withstanding a loss of primary coolant accident. Accordingly, problems have been encountered in making certain welds in the
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fabrication of the weldment used to contain the radioactive water generated by such reactors. In particular, the lining of a
reactor vessel that is composed of high temperature alloys is needed to contain the radioactive water. The lining is essentially a
circumferential shell about the reactor vessel. Typically, the shell is fabricated by welding together an outer shell and an inner
shell. The outer shell forms a large portion of the weldment and comprises a high temperature alloy, usually austenitic stainless

steel. The inner shell is formed of a low temperature material such as a copper alloy, nickel alloy or magnesium alloy. In a
typical reactor vessel application, the shell is made from weldments of up to approximately 18 feet in length which are joined

end to end. The resulting shell is very heavy and difficult to handle during welding operations. One known approach to
fabricating the inner and outer shell linings 82157476af
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